
Here is an outline I made while making notes. You're welcome to rearrange, expand or condense it as you see fit!
I suggest – rather than running everything together – breaking things down into sections, numbers or bulletpoints

this is shorter than the photo agreement because here the model is working for you and not necessarily expecting a 
product/service in return.

MODEL RELEASE OUTLINE

Overview
states what contract is for (“Service” “Session” “Package” “Materials” etc)
states who is involved (“Client” + “Photographer” + photographer's “Agents” (heirs, representatives, etc)
responsibility to cooperate for photos

Client Information
full name, phone, email, mailing address

Session Information
time, date, location

Package information:
which did they select/what does it include?
were any items/services added?
how much does it cost

*Optional: Performance services:
outline what you will do at the session
state what they are responsible for doing/bringing/providing at the session
you are not liable for loss in quality due to limitations in the location (lighting, background, etc)

Copyright
photographer + agents all rights (perpetually) – no obligation – to use

outline examples of usage (print, sell, trade, editorials, illustrations, web, publicity, commercials, 
ads, publishing, products and secrvices, financial gain, personal promotions, etc
photographer + agents can also: edit /manipulate without permission or notifying model first

define manipulate: any change/alteration in post. Exp: retouching, color correction, alterations of 
size, shape perspective, context, foreground, background, etc
talent relinquishes any rights to all above lists and related claims of liability
pictures and words associated with them considered attributed to imaginary person

not to be taken personally
client cannot copy or reproduce images for financial gain (use list above that photographer can do)

also cannot display in retail/commercial spaces
cannot edit/alter/manipulate etc
BUT is given permission to use personally in the following ways:

share on line, as example in personal portfolios to prospective employers/talent agencies, etc
must always credit photographer

*Optional: Sensative use clause
they understand how you intend to use it (ie for PSA)
that it will be representing something like ______ (AIDS, sex, vioence, etc Awareness)
they understand that some may see it and assume they have   AIDS     so it might negatively affect their 
ability to get work occasionally in the future
they will not hold you liable for any negative consequences from such minconceptions
knowing this, they are willing participants

Compensation
  you   will pay   them   $$ for the photo shoot
if they want files or prints they will pay $$
this is the only compensation for client
you can get royalty fees if they request/are given permission to use the pics commercially later

conclusion
understand and agree
changes must be made in writing
all signatures and dates

*(you might add another section below for signature if the subject of the photos is a minor)


